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Performance of Insulated Pavements at 
Newton Field, Jackman, Maine 

MAUREEN A. KESTLER AND RICHARD L. BERG 

PURPOSE/SCOPE 

Three pavement test sections located in Jackman, 
Maine, have been monitored by CRREL over the past 
few winters: a portion of the insulated pavement on the 
Newton Field runway, insulated pavement test sections 
adjacent to Newton Field, and a conventional, noninsu
lated pavement at Nichols Road (Fig. la). To evaluate 
the effects of polystyrene insulation on pavement per
formance, each of the locations was monitored for frost 
penetration, frost heave, and variations in pavement 
strength. 

This report discusses observations on the perfor
mance of the pavements over the duration of four win
ters: 1986-1987 through 1989-1990. More detailed 
results from the first (1986-1987) winter of observation 
at the Newton Field runway and greater detail concern
ing instrumentation, the construction sites, and the test
ing program are provided in Kestler and Berg (1991). 

INTRODUCTION 

The town of Jackman is located in northwestern 
Maine at an elevation of approximately 1175 ft above 
mean sea level (Fig. 1 b). It has an average annual tem
perature of 38°F, and a design air freezing index of 
approximately 2570°F days. 

Newton Field 
The runway at Newton Field was reconstructed in 

1986. The old runway was in extremely poor condition, 
as is shown in Figure 2. The longitudinal and transverse 
pavement surface was highly irregular and was disinte
grating as a result of moisture entering the large number 
of cracks. Although located in the same vicinity as the 
old runway, the new 2900- x 60-ft runway is longer, 
wider, and at a slightly different orientation than the old 
runway. 

According to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and 
Maine Department of Environmental Protection crite
ria, the entire area is classified as a wetlands zone. Such 
near-surface water table conditions presented a chal
lenge for both design and construction personnel. The 
soil profile for Newton Field is shown in Figure 3a. 

Construction contracts for both insulated and nonin
sulated pavement were sent out for bid. The insulated 
alternative was selected when the bid was only 3.6% 
higher than the bid for the conventional pavement. 

The project used 500,000 board feet of 2-in.-thick 
extruded polystyrene panels. The design was for total 
frost protection of the subgrade. The minimum com
pressive strength of the insulation was 40 psi, and the 
design load was a 30,OOO-lb single-wheel load. 

Figure 4a shows the typical cross section of the 
Newton Field runway. The pavement consists of21 h in. 
of asphalt concrete pavement, 12 in. of aggregate base 
course, a 2-in.-thick layer of extruded polystyrene insu
lation, and a sand leveling course of varying thickness 
(1 in. minimum), which was separated from the under
lying wet silty subgrade by a geotextile. 

Nichols Road 
Also in 1986, the first 150 ft of Nichols Road was re

constructed to a cross section very similar to the non
insulated pavement alternative specified for the runway 
at Newton Field. Figure 4b shows a typical cross section 
of 3 in. of asphalt concrete pavement, 9 in. of gravel 
base, and 18 in. of sand subbase. The pavement struc
ture is separated from the wet silty subgrade by a geo
textile. Figure 3b shows the soil profile at Nichols Road. 

Test sections 1-4 
Since test results from the first winter of observation 

(1986-1987) showed substantial frost penetration be
neath the insulation on the Newton Field runway, four 
test sections consisting of varying combinations of in
sulation and sand subbase thickness were constructed 
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Q. Looking northwest. 

b. Boulder heave. 

Figure 2. The Newton Field runway be/ore 1986. 

adjacent to the aircraft parking apron in July 1987. The 
test section site was wet, but was not asswampy as much 
oftlle runway site. FigureS shows a longitudinal section 
at the test sections. The pavement consistsof21/2 in. of 
bituminous concrete. 12 in. of aggregate base course, 
and 2- and 3-in.-thick layers of e}ttruded polystyrene 
insulation in combination with 6 and 24 in. of sand 
subbase. Test section 1 most closely approximates the 
design used for the insulated runway. In contrast to 
single-thickness insulation panel placement in the run
way, insulation panels in the test sections were placed in 
multiple layers with joints staggered as shown in Figure 
6. The soil profile is the sameas thatofthe Newton Field 
runway (Fig. 3a). 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

The instrumentation installed by CRREL during 
construction of each test site consisted of thermocou
ples to monitor subsurface temperatures and tensiome
ters to monitor soil pore water pressures. [nslrumenta
tion al the test sections also included thennistors to mea
sure subsurface temperatures above, within, and be
neath the insulation and electrical resis tivi ty gages to 
indicate frozen/nonfrozen conditions beneath the insu
lalion. TIle groundwater table was monitored via water 
wells at Newton Field and Nichols Road. Frost heave 
was measured by conducting periodic pavement sur
face elevation surveys with an engineer's level and rod. 
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A concrete benchmark was constructed by the Mhine 
Depanment of Transpon3tion adjacenllo the Newlon 
Field tesl .sections: a spike in theconcretc base of an ex
isting nagpole served as a benchmark al Nichols Road. 
Pavement sliffness was measured nondestructivel y with 
n falling weight deneclometer (FWD). 

Most lests have been conducted throughout each 
winter and spring sinceconslruclion; however. no FWD 
leSIS were conducted during wimer/spring 1989-1990. 

FREEZING INDEX 

Theair freezing index roreach winter was calculated 
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from temperatures recorded at Central Maine Power 
(CMP). locmed approximately one half mile southwest 
of Newton Field. The winter of 1986-1987 wus an aver
age winter with an air freezing index of 21850f days. 
Although each of the following winters was ~quential

Iy colder. thedesign freezing index (average of the three 
coldest winters in the past 30 years) of25700F days was 
never allained at Jackman during the four winters of 
observation. 

TIle air freezing index is expressed as a function of 
time in Figure 7. Tn contrast to the similarly sloping 
CUNes corresponding to the first three winters, the 
sleeper slopeofthe 1989-1990 freezing index indicates 



December was a comparatively cold month. 
According to eMP's records, not once during 
December 1989 did the air temperature rise 
above freezing. By 1 January 1990, the air 
freezing index was approximately twice that 
determined for any of the three preceding win
ters; however, as is also shown in the figure, 
the rate of accumulation in the freezing index 
for January 1990 was less than during earlier 
winters. Although the final freezing index for 
1989-1990 exceeded that of the three previous 
winters, a combination of the distribution over 
time of the colder temperatures and the pres
ence of heat at depth resulted in frost penetra
tion depths generally equal to or less than those 
of the first three winters. 

The warming at depth, throughout periods 
of subfreezing air temperatures, is exemplified 
by Figure 8. During the month of December 
1989 (air freezing index for winter 1989-1990 
= 2405°P days), the temperatures 4 in. beneath 
the insulation were considerably colder than 
during the month of December 1987 (air freez
ing index for winter 1987-1988 = 2236°F 
days). Once the rate of accumulation in air 
freezing index decreased, the temperatures 
shown for the two winters were quite similar. 

CRACKS 

The asphalt concrete was placed in two lifts. 
The first was placed immediately following 
construction in 1986, and the second was placed 
in 1987. Two major transverse cracks devel
oped in the first lift during the first year: one at 
station 8+00, and the second at station 30+00. 
Each of the two cracks reflected through the 
final layer. 

The progression of crack development fol
lowing placement of the final 11/4-in. asphalt 
concrete lift in 1987 is shown in Figure 9. Al
though the cracks had been sealed in Septem
ber 1989 with a rubberized crack sealer and 
poly fiber, nearly all cracks have since re
opened. In all instances, the failure occurred 
due to a loss of adhesion between the asphalt 
pavement and the sealing agent. The crack 
shown in Figure lOa was unsuccessfully sealed 
with silicone shortly before being resealed 
with the rubberized crack sealer. 

Generally, the cracks have manifested them
selves in two varieties: small longitudinal cracks 
typically occurring in localized groups, and 
individual long, wide, transverse cracks. Elev-
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a. Crack at station 8+22 initially sealed with silicone. then with a 
rubberized crack sealer. 

b. Crack at station 16+15. 

Figure 10. Cracks in the Newton Field runway. 
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c. S~ltl~menl of pavement at StOljon 29+95 

Figure 10 (con,'d). 

en trnnsversecracks extend across, or nearly across. the 
entire runway. and two tro.nsversecracks ex tend across 
the taxiway. Crack density is panicularly high at the 
southeast (32) end of the runway; elsewhere. cracks are 
fnirly evenly distributed. 

Tbe asphalt concrete is beginning toexhibit signs of 
secondary cracking. One possibility is that the base 
course has eroded from beneath some of Ihe larger 
cracks; however. no evidence of removed material has 
been observed al the edges of the runway. Figure lOb 
iIIustnues a crackat leasI9 in. deep at station 16+ IS. and 
Figure lOe shows the results of the socondary cracking 
and ensu ing settlement of approximately 3 in. at sialion 
29+95. While Figures lOb and c represent the most ex
treme of the crack-related failures exhibited by the four
yenr-old pavement. progressive deteriorntion is inevita
ble unless the cracks are slJCcessfully sealed. 

No cracks have been observed on the smaJler pave
ment sections (i.e., the 300- x 125-ft apron or the 80- x 
2O-fi lest sections) or on Nichols Road. 

FROST HEAVE 

As was noted earlier. frost heave was measured peri
oclically withan engineer's rod and level. Table I shows 
the maximum venical displacements, which were fairly 
similar throughout the four winters of observatio n. The 
maximum frost heave at tes t sections 1-4 and the non-
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Table 1. Maximum rrost heave at each or the test sites, 
1986-l99O. 

Approsimllle maxlmwn 
Yu1ico1 dlsploctmen/ 

Tu/silu (ill.) 

Insulated pavemetus: 
Test .tections 
NeW10n Field. surface eleYlltioo grid 
IOx2Sftgrid 
2j points per 100 ft secdon of Jrld 

Station 4t00--Statinn ~ 2.5 
Stadon StOO-Station fHOO I.S 

Newlon Field, cenlerli~et)' 100 ft 
Slatioa l+OO-Stlllon ]2+00 I 
StItion 4.t00--S1Io1lon 6+00 3 
Station S+OO--StaUon 9..00 2 
Stlltioft 30+00--SWion 32+00 ] 

Nonin5111ated paYen1eN: 
Nicholl R0.4 

Slation~l:IIlion 1 ... 50 (ncw) I 
Swion l+SO--Station 2+00 (lrInSilion) 2 
Station 2±oo--swion 3..00 Coldl ;"5 

• Dateline elevations from summer 1911. 

insulated pavement at Nichols Road was approximately 
1 in. While the maximum frost heave along most of the 
runway was o nly slighlly grealer than thai observed at 
the test sections. substantial frost heave occurred in 
three localized areas: station 4+00 to station 6tOO ex
hibited approximately 3 in. of frost heave; stations 8+00 
10 9+00, approximately 2 in.; and stations 30+00 to 
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32+00, approximately 3 in. Figure II shows both the 
March 1990 centerline profile :md the depth of sand 
subbase along the length of the runway. 1lle areas that 
experienced appreciable frost heave generally corre
spond to the twoendsofthe runway that wereexcavaled 
to a lesser depth. In addition, both ends of the runway 
were particularly spongy during conStruction. 

Loca1ized differential heave was exhibited eoch spring 
in tbe vicinity of stalion 8+00 and between stations 
29+00 and 32+00. Figure 12 depicts the irregular pave· 
ment surface near station 8+00 in early April 1988; in 
this area the differential movement WIlS about 6 in. A 
variety of methods have: been employed to investigate 
the causes of,he localized differential frost heaving: the 
methods and observations nre discussed later m this 
repon. 

SUBSURFACE TEMPERATURES 

Subsurf3Ce temper-Hures were recorded at the lest 
sites with thennocouples and themlistors. Figures 13a 
and b show the chuoges in temperature with increasing 
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Fi8urt 12. Di/lul!ntiul frOSl ht!u ... ·e IIl!.ar 
starion 8i'-OO. Thl!. "l'alley" is about 6 in. 
Mlow Ihl! "ridgl!.s." 

depth beneath the pavementliurfnceduring winler 1987-
1988 for the ooninsulaled pavements at Nichol~ Road 
and the unpaved road adjacent to the test sections, 
respectively. For any given winter month shown, tem
peratures grndually increase with increasing depth be· 
neath the pave~nt surface. Figures 13c and d demon
slrale the effecliveness of the insulaling layer for the 
insulated pavements lit the test sections and Ihe runway. 

A distinct temper.ature discontinuity occurs immedi
ately beneath the insulation on the runway (Fig. 13d). 
Two venicaJ thennocouple assemblies. one located 
both in and above Ihe insulation alld the second located 
entirely below the insulmion, are separ.J.led hori7.ontally 
by approximately 5 n.1l is believed that the temperature 
discolltinuity between the thermocouple assemblies is 
caused either by damage to the insulation or by the 
horizontal separation of the insulation panels. The prob
lem probably occurred during conslnlCtion. Evidence 
of this probkm W3$ encountered during construction 
near stations 4i'-.50 and 8+00. At both locations, trucks. 
bulldozers. and other construction tntfficcaused a large 
subgmde "flow" that in tum nused lheinsulalion. Under 
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Figure 13. Subsurface temperatures at the study sites. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of temperatures above and beneath the insulation at 
Newton Field and in test section 1. 

direction of the resident engineer, the insulation was re
moved, the subgrade was removed to the desired depth, 
and the geotextile, insulation, and base course were all 
replaced. 

The difference in insulating ability of the insulation 
at the two pavement sites is also seen in Figure 14. Al
though the temperatures at the top of the insulation at 
each site are comparable, 4 in. beneath the insulation the 
temperatures differ substantially and fairly consistently 
over time. For winter 1987-1988, the 32°F isothenn 
never penetrated to this depth at the test sections, but at 
a comparable depth at the runway, the temperature re
mained below 32°F for nearly three months. This per
fonnance was the same for all three winters during 
which subsurface temperatures were obtained at both 
sites. 
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FROST PENETRATION 

The progression of frost penetration with time is 
shown in Figure 15. For the 1987-1988 winter, the in
sulated pavement at the runway (station 4+50) allowed 
approximately 2 ft of frost penetration beneath the in
sulation. Although appreciably less than at noninsulat
ed Nichols Road, the actual frost depth far exceeded all 
estimates. The unexpected frost penetration beneath the 
insulation on the runway during winter 1986-1987 con
stituted the primary reason for installation of the test 
sections in 1987. In contrast to the limited effectiveness 
of the insulation at the runway, the insulation at test 
section 1 prevented frost from penetrating into the sub
grade. While Figure 15 is based upon 1987-1988 data, 
the curves are representative of each year; frost never 

80 L-~ __ ~ __ -L __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ L-~~-J __ ~ __ -L __ ~ 

30 Oct '87 9 Dec 18 Jan '88 27 Feb 7 Apr 17 May 26 Jun 

Figure 15. Progression offrost penetration with time, winter 1987-1988. 
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Table 2. Maximum rrost depth (ft) at each otthe test sites. 
1986-1990. 

/UlJily 

Air freezin. indeX 
<-Fda)") • 

Nic:hob Ro-d 

NewlOn Foeld NnWlY 

Test section 1 

Unpaved rood (adjaccm 
lSI test S9Cljond 

lhpth ({I} 
/98HZ 198Z...§8 1988-89 1989-90 

218.5 2136 2344 z.w.s 
S S.S 5.S 5 

) .5 )..5 4 3 

1.2 1.6t 1.6' , , 4.5 

• Design air frteWl' il'ldcJ; - 2.570"F da)'1. 
t 5 in. beneath botlocn of insulation. 

penetrated more than 5 in. benealh the insulation at test 
section 1. When frostdidpenetratetheinsulation. it last
ed in the subbase less than 7 weeks during winter 1987-
1988. and less than 3 weeks during winter 1989-1990. 
Maximum frost depths at each of the test siteS for each 
year of observation are summarized in Table 2. 

CONDITION OF THE INSULATION 

On 27 July 1987. a 10- x 31-ft section of pavement 
nearslalion 30+00 was removed due to excessive locaJ-

Figurt' 16. /987 removal o/f'OvertU'11I at station 

30+00. 

Figurt 17. O"triapping and damagtd insulation. 
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ized settlement (Fig. 16). Figure 17 shows the overlap
ping and damaged insulation that was removed and re
placed. 1he damaged insulation at this particular loca
tion had been attributed by theconsullingldesign firm to 
settlement of the backfill above the to-in. PVC sewer 
line that crosses the runway at adepth of approximately 
8 to 9 n beneath finished grode.It is probable, however. 
that similar insulation dnmageorseparation of adjacent 
panels caused the temperature anomaly at station 4+50. 
Similar problems also are probably responsible for the 
substlUltial differential frost heave al both ends of the 
runway. These areas were undoubtedly more unstable 
during construction than areas with a thicker layer of 
gr.mular material beneatb the insulation. Since the sub
grade possessed very low strength during construClion. 
movement of the insuhnion panels due to construction 
troffic probably caused the individual boards to move. 
resulting in gaps in some locations and overlap in 
othen;. 

During the years foUowing the removal of the pave
ment section at station 30+00. a variety of nondestruc
tive methods have been employed in an attempllo con
firm the suspicion that damaged and/or separated insu
lation panels are not limited to station 30+00. The 
methods, discussed in subsequent paragrnphs. have in
cluded hand-excavating the base course alongside the 



asphalt concrete pavement and the use of both infrared 
photography and ground-penetrating radar. 

Trench excavation 
In April 1988. n 2- x 5-ft trench was band-excavated 

immediately adjacent to the nonh edge of the runway at 
5Iation4+25. The insulation proved to be intact, with ooly 
a tl.rin. gap between panels. A similar 2- x 8-ft trench at 
station 7+75 on the south edge of the runway again 
yielded intact insulation; however, a 2 t / 2-in. gap was 
observed between insulation panels (Fig. 18). A third 
trench was staned at station 4+75 on the south edgeoflhe 
runway. but was abandoned when insulation was not 
encountered at the excavated depth of 18 in. 

Prior to both the pavement removal at s lation 30+00 
and hand-excavating alongside the runway. in March 
1987.25 smaller holes were manually dug at mndom lo
cations alongside the runway to delennine the depth to 
insulation. Although the plans specify 12 in. of aggre
gate base course atop the i llSulaling layer. actual depths at 
which insulation was encountered varied from 6 in. at 
station 8+17 1016 in. alslation 7+00. Measured depths to 
insulation and respective locations arc listed in Table 3. 

Inrrared photography 
Figure 19 iIluSlrntes the variation in pavement surface 

temperatures in the immediate vicinity of a crack. In an 
attempt to record similar surface manifestations of the 
temper.nure variations caused by underlying gaps be
tween panels o r by damaged insulation. an infrared cam
era was used by CRREL personnel during the spring of 
1988 to photograph the pavement surface (Fig. 20). The 
equipment records the infrared image on video tape, and 
the corresponding surface temperature of the Object is 
indicated on the screen. Due 10 equipment problems. the 

Table J. lnsulalion depths (in.) 
measured at edges or runway. 

North ~dg~ Sou/II edgt! 
5uukHI ofnm_y t.t..rWlfway 

"50 15 
7.00 I' 
7+'" 9 
,+00 7 
8+17 • 10.5 
&+22 7 11 

&+" 7.5 12.5 

&+'" 7.5 12.5 
9+00 7 I3.S .. ,. 12 

10+00 9 10.5 
15+00 13 10.5 
20+00 13.5 " 25.00 13 t5.5 
27+00 12 
30+00 9 
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o. Tunch ~:ccawlfion. 

b. Gup bdl"l'un insulation pam-Is 

Figur~ 18. Station 7+75. south ~dgt oJNtwton Field 
rllnway. 

infrMed imaging feature was not used; only surface tem
penuures were recorded. 

Pavement surfllce grids were e.·uablished near sta
lions 4+50 and 8+00, and surface temperatures were reo 
corded. Although Ihe edge of the insulation was reudily 
apparent. insulation discontinuities were not identified. 
The runway exhibited considerably greater varlluioo in 
surface temperatures than did the lest sections; however, 
neither the increased surface temperature range nor the 
dislribution of lernper3lures could provide conclusive 
evidence that gaps were pre~nt or that the insulation 
was damaged. AI though the temper'dture variation could 
be indicative of gaps between panels or damaged insu
lation, it could also bt= caused by nonuni(onn thickness. 
denSities. and/or water contents of any of the (upper) 



Figure 19. VariQ/ioli ;n pavement sutface temperature 
due to lilt preSt/lCe of a crack. 

Figure 20. Infrared equipment. 

pavement layers: subtle differences in color of the pave
ment surf3Ce: differenlial frost heave; or changes in 
thickness or cloud cover or an tempernture during the 
time required 10 move from one grid point 10 the nexi. 

In(rared tests were conducled under both daytime and 
nighttime conditions. DIlYlimecondilions included bolh 
10lal sunlight and total overcast. Although nbsolUie 
lemperotUrel> differed, relative temperature runges at a 
spec-inc silt were similar. 

Table 4 s.hows the pavemenl temperatures recorded 
ncar station 8+00 with the infrared equipment on 20 
April 1988. 

Ground-penetrating radar 
Ground-penetrating rndar investigations were con-
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TaMe 4. Panment surface temperatures rF} near st:Itlon 
8+00 reocorded with Infrared equipmtnt. 

D/slaft« Tr"'IXralun (.,.., 

f~ Slot/on SlaliOtl Slolioll Station Slation 
C''fltrl/llt 8.00 7+9. 7.", 7+80 7.70 

(/I) 8:00am 8:IOQlfl 8:IS tun 8:20am 8:25am 

"" .. ~ .," 40.5 <I~ ." 
15.0R 40~ <lb <lA ''-' '2J =. 40~ 42.1 42.0 42.2 43~ 

lQ.OR 41.0 41.1 41A 42.5 42.9 
17..5 R 40.' 41.7 41.7 43.0 43~ 

15.0 R 39.' <lA 41.7 42.2 43~ 
12.5 R 39.' 41.0 41.0 4\.0 42.. 
IO.OR 40.' <I~ 41.6 
7.5 R 40~ .... 43.3 
S.OR 404 .... 42.5 
2.!iR 39.3 40 .• 42.0 

••• 39.6 422 42.5 
2.5L 42.. 42.. 423 
S.OL 412 <13 42.0 
HL 41~ 413 41.7 

lo.OL 40.' 413 

dueled al Newton Field by CRREL personnel on 25-26 
March 1987 and I5-J6June 1988 (Delaney 1988). The 
pritnAJ')' objective of the 1987 study was to locate the 
depth of frost penetntlion beneath the insulation. Al
though Ihe frostdeplh could nol bedelennined from the 
radar survey. depths to the insulation panels appeared 10 
vary rrom approxim8u:ly 510 24 in. beneath the pave
~nl surface. Results from the 1987 investigntion are 
discussed in funher detail by Martinson (1989) and by 
Kestler and Berg (1991). 

TIle two objectives of the 1988 survey were to mop 
iregularities in the insulalion beneath the runwllY sur
face and to locate buried venical PVC drain pipesasso
cialed wllh a separate study at Jackman condUCted by 
Allen (199 1). Only lheinsu lation-related investigations 
will be discussed in this ~POrt. 

As noted earlier, the two ends oflhe runway had ex
perienced appreciable tOlDI and differential frost heave. 
Ill1d the t.hennocouple assemblies It station 4+50 had 
indicated both a lemperarurediscontinuity andsuhstan
tial fl'06t penetmtion beneath the insulation. Conso
quentJy, ground-penctruting rudnr surveys were con
ducted. primarily at both ends of the runway. Pavement 
surface grids were csUlblished at Stations 4+50 and 
3()t. 75. A less detailed surface grid was set up at Stillion 
30+00. where the seclion of pavemem h3d been re
moved and replaced in JUly 1987. Additional radarsur· 
veys were conducted along the runway cenlcrline and 81 
10 runway cross sections. Nine of the runway cross sec
tions were at the southeasl end of the runway. Radar 
survey stations are listed in Table S. 

Figure 21 shows the instrumenmtlon. which includ· 



Table 5. SlaHons at which I!: round.penetrating rad"r 
surveys were conducted, J une 1988. 

Cro~ Grid Repa{rtd PUlltlHtfll 
f'IUI " 'tIl ItSlltdlOIl 

SIa~tO Stal6-+00 Sla4+SO S18.30+00 Stctlon 1 
SI832+OO Sta29+05 Sta30+75 5ectlon2 

5111. 2C).,.9S Section 3 
SIll. 30+50 Section 4 
Sill ]()"7S 
5\3]1.00 
Sill ]1+25 
S18. ]1+!iO 
518]1+75 
Sill ]2+00 

ed an impulse rad!!r control unit (XADAR) coupled to 
a 900-MHz antenna. The antenna. which was mounted 
on plywood. was towed o r manually pulled across the 
pavement surface, and data was ~orded on magnetic 
tape. 

Pan of me sig1ll11 emi lled by the radar equipment is 
reflected back to the re<:eiving antenna when an abrupt 
change in water content (caused by a change in dielec
tric constant) is decected. Tntvei times of radar emis
sioos can be correlated to depths if the electrical prop
erties of the subsurface are k.nown. In the event the 
dielectric constant is not known. it can be back -calculat
ed (Martinson 1989), provided the depth 10 a paniculur 
feature is known: 

where /! = dielectric constant 
I = " round lrip" lime or radar pulse 
c:;;; the speed oflighl in a vacuum (I (t/ns) 
d = deplh from the surface to the known feature. 

Assuming the gravel b3Se course between the insu
lation and the asphalt concrete is of relatively unifonn 
water content, approximate depths from the pavement 
surface to tbe bottom of the insulation can be deter
mined from the graphiC radar records. which resemble 
subsurface profiles (Pig. 22). Typically. the uppennost 
set of dark bands represents theWltennudirttl coupling; 
the next series ofb311ds represents the interface between 
the insulation panels and the subbase (i.e .. the bottom of 
the insulation); and the mird. Jess distinct set is simply 
tt multiple of the above insulation/subbase interfuce 
bands. 

The transducer was pulled manually nlong the cen
terline of the test sections: the corresponding radar me
ord is shown in Figure22a. 111e unequal depths of tile in
sula[ion at the parking apron and test sections are iodi· 
ClUed by the discontinuity ill the second set of dark 
bands. 
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In contras t to the relatively unifonn depth of the 
insulation panels at the test sections. Figures 22b and c 
show the irregular base course thickness and corre
sponding nonunifonn depth of the insulat ion panels 
alo ng the centerline at the two ends oflhe runway. For 
the insulation panels al shallow depths. tile venical 
stresses imposed by the design single-wheel load ono 
psi exceed the panels' 40 psi compressiveslrength. It is 
possible that this could lead locrushingoftheinsu lntion 
and ullimmely lower the efficiency of the insuhu ing 
layer. In Figure 22d.lhc individual 2-ft wide panels can 
be identified and are indicated on the figure. 

NONDESTRUCTIVE T ESTING 

Pavement stiffness was measured nondeslructively 
with theCRREL falling weight defl eclometer (FWD) al 

each of the test sites and along U.S. Route 201 no n h of 
Jackman during wlnter-spring of 198~1987. 1987-
1988. ond 1988--1989. 

Briefly, the FWD operntes as follows: An impulse 
load isapplied to the pavement surface through a 12-in.
diameter circular pilUe. and seven sensors. spaced at de
sireddisumces from the center of the load, measure vel~ 

~------. 

Figllre 21 . Ground-penetrating radar rqmpmCllf. 
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Figure 22. Ground-penetrating radar profiles. 
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Figure 22 (cont'd). Ground-penetrating radar profiles. 
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ocity. Maximum vertical deflections at each sensor are 
determined by integrating the velocity-time history. 
The cross sectional area (through the center of the plate) 
bounded by the undeformed pavement surface and the 
vertical1y displaced pavement surface is termed the 
deflection basin area (Fig. 23). 

With the exception of the thickness of the insulating 
layer, the cross sections for test sections 2 and 3 are 
identical. Consequently, differences in the shape and 
area of the deflection basins in Figure 24 are attributed 
primarily to the additional I-in. thickness of insulation 
in test section 3. 

The deflection basin areas of test sections 2 and 3 

L-

0 
I/) 

c 
Q) 
(f) 

~r 

1/2 Deflection 

Basin Area 

"0 
~ C 

0 "0 
L-

U 
L-

::J 
Q) ~ 0 
(f) l- lL.. 

through winter/spring 1988-1989 are shown in Figure 
25. In 1989. the pavement and base course in the test 
sections remained frozen through mid-March. This is 
reflected by the small deflection basin areas in the fig
ure. The areas increased in late March and remained 
relatively constant through early May while the ground
water table immediately adjacent to the test sections 
remained high. High pavement temperatures also caused 
larger areas. 

Figure 26 contains similar data for station 4+50 on 
the Newton Field runway. The figure expresses area, 
impulse stiffness modulus (ISM), and resilient modulus 
in terms of ratios to initial (15 Oct 1987) reference 

~ 

C 
~ ~ Q) 

.:: -;c > 
Q) 

lL.. (f) (f) 

Figure 23. Applied load and resulting deflection basin. 
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Figure 24. Typical deflection basins, test sections 2 and 3, spring 1989. 
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Figure 25. Deflection basin area vs time, 
test sections 2 and 3, spring 1989. 

a. Deflection basin area ratio, resil
ient modulus ratio, and ISM ratio. 
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b. Correlation between deflection 
basin area and resilient modulus . 

Figure 26. Deflection basin area, sta
tion4+50,NewtonField,spring 1989. 



values. The nonnalized deflection basin area is referred 
to as the de-flection basin area ratio (Janoo and Berg 
1990). Resilient moduli were approximated using de
flections from the third sensor and assuming a homoge
neous, linearly elastic, one-layer system (Yoder and 
Witczak 1975). ISM is a stiffness indicator defined as 
the ratio of the applied load to the center deflection 
(Alexander et al. 1989). For insulated pavements, it is a 
poor indicator of stiffness because, again, the higher 
temperatures (recorded during FWD testing) attained 
by an insulated pavement result in lower asphalt con
crete (A/C) moduli, and these lower moduli result in 
higher deflections. So the ISM can disproportionately 
serve as an indicator of the A/C stiffness rather than the 
pavement stiffness. Existing temperature corrections 

apply only to conventional noninsulated pavements. A 
reasonable correl~tion between deflection basin area 
and resilient modulus is seen in Figure 26b. 

Analogous curves for the noninsulated pavement in 
Nichols Road for winter-spring 1987-1988 are shown 
in Figure 27. Of the three relationships shown, the area 
ratio most clearly defines the periods of thaw weaken
ing and recovery for the noninsulated pavement. The 
correlation between the deflection basin area and ap
proximated resilient modulus forthe noninsulated pave
ment is quite high. 

While conventional pavements typically peak and 
recover with time, as shown in Figure 26b, the deflec
tion basin area of the insulated pavement remains larger 
than the conventional pavement, yet relatively constant 

2.0.--------.---------r--------.-------~r-------~ 

a. Deflection basin area ratio, resil-
ient modulus ratio, and ISM ratio. 

b. Correlation between deflection 
basin area and resilient modulus. 

Figure 27. Deflection basin area, 
Nichols Road, spring 1988. 
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Figure 28. Water well depth at Newton Field. 
spring 1989. 
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Figure 29. Deflection basin areas 
along the entire length of Newton 
Field, spring 1988. 

Figure 30. Impulse stiffness 
modulus at each of the FWD 
test sites, spring 1988. 



through the spring and summer, with fluctuations caused 
primarily by changes in pavement temperature. This is 
probably due to a combination of reasons: 

1. The insulation prevents frost from penetrating in
to the subgrade, so the subgrade never undergoes thaw 
weakening. 

2. The high groundwater table (Fig. 28) causes the 
sub grade to remain quite weak throughout the year. 

3. The insulating layer has a much lower strength 
than the other layers. 

The localized peaks in basin area occurred on days 
when the pavement temperature was high. Since insulat
ed pavements can attain higher temperatures than nonin
sulated pavements, the reduced A/C moduli are reflected 
in larger deflection basin areas. No temperature cor
rections were applied to the deflections. 

Deflection basin areas along the entire length of the 
runway are shown in Figure 29 for winter-spring 1987-
1988. The largest deflection basin areas coincide with 
locations that experienced excessive frost heave and 
areas where the subbase was generally around 6 in. thick. 

Figure 30 shows the ISM at each of the FWD test sites 
and also on U.S. Route 201. U.S. Route 201 is a con
ventional, noninsulated pavement, but the A/C and the 
base course layers are thicker than at Nichols Road. Al
though the pavement strength of the insulated pavements 
is less than that of the noninsulated pavements, the 
insulated pavements did not exhibit significant loss of 
strength during spring thaw. 

THERMAL DESIGN OF INSULATION 

For a design air freezing index of 2570°F days, the 
Departments of the Army and Air Force (1985) require 
an insulation thickness of approximately 3 in. Both the 
general rule-of-thumb of 1 h-in. of insulation for each 
500°F days of design freezing index and Ontario's old 
approximation of 25 mm for each 555°C days result in 
21/2 in. Ontario's updated design chart, developed fol
lowing an extensive study at Val Gagne Experimental 
Site in Ontario (MacMaster and Wrong 1986), also 
yields an insulation thiekness of approximately 21/2 in. 
Each of these methods ensures designs that prevent frost 
penetration into the sub grade. During the three winters of 
observation at the test sections, the 32°F isotherm pene
trated through the bottom of the 2-in.-thick insulation in 
test section 1 but not into the sub grade. From these data, 
it appears that the test section field results conformed 
well to design thicknesses. During a design winter, frost 
is expected to penetrate the 2-in. insulation, but probably 
not the 3-in. insulation. Although winters in Jackman 
during the observation period ranged from average to 
colder than average, the design freezing index was never 
attained. 
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Table 6. Locations where air and pavement surface 
temperatures were monitored, winter 1990-1991. 

Type of Condition of 
Location ll.avemellt insulation 

Nichols Road Noninsulated 
Test sections Insulated Intact 
Newton Field 

Station 4+50 Insulated Assumed to be damaged 
Station lS±QQ Insulated Assumed to be inta!;;t 

To minimize surface icing, insulation is typically re
quired to be at a minimum depth of 18 in. beneath the 
pavement surface. Both the questionable integri ty of the 
insulation panels beneath the runway and the apparent 
range in depth to the insulating layer could promote dif
ferential icing under certain environmental conditions. 
Since visual observations have been limited to periodic 
visits of CRREL personnel to the site, temperature sen
sors were installed in 1990 at a variety of locations to 
monitor both air and pavement surface temperatures 
during winter 1990-1991 (Table 6). 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. During the four winters of observation, frost heave 
at the insulated test sections was comparable to that of 
the conventional, noninsulated pavement at Nichols 
Road; however, frost heave in localized areas of the in
sulated runway appreciably exceeded that in Nichols 
Road. 

2. Although the design air freezing index of 2570°F 
days was never attained during the four winters of ob
servation, the winter of 1986-1987 was an average win
ter, and the following three winters have been progres
sively colder. Since the 32°F isotherm penetrated through 
the 2-in.-thick insulation at the test sections, but never 
deeper than 5 in. into the subbase, it appears that, as long 
as the continuity and integrity of the insulation are 
maintained, field results conform well to design thick
ness (Kestler and Berg 1989). 

3. Evidence of insulation irregularities or discontin
uities exists at both ends of the runway: 

• Damaged and overlapped insulation was uncov
ered and replaced when a section of the pavement 
at station 30+00 was removed in July 1987. 

• Data from the thermocouple assemblies at station 
4+50 show a distinct temperature discontinuity im
mediately beneath the insulation. 

• Each winter, both ends of the runway exhibited 
substantial frost heave with localized areas of sub
stantial differential frost heave. 

• Ground-penetrating radar results showed an ex
tremely irregular insulation surface with an appar
ent range in depth to the insulation/subbase inter
face of approximately 5 to 24 in. Depths to the top 



of the insulation immediately adjacent to the edge 
of the runway at 25 (hand-excavated) random loca
tions ranged from 6 to 16 in. One of the two larger 
hand-excavated trenches alongside the runway re
vealed a 21 h-in. gap between insulation panels. 

• Based upon results of FWD tests, both ends of the 
runway exhibited considerably larger deflection 
basin areas than the middle of the runway. 

4. Although pavement stiffness of the insulated 
pavement was less than that of the conventional nonin
sulated pavement, the insulated pavement did not ex
hibit any significant loss of stiffness during spring thaw. 

5. For an insulated pavement, the modulus of as
phalt concrete, and therefore the center deflection, are 
particularly sensitive to the pavement temperature. 

6. The insulated pavement can perform well, as was 
demonstrated by both the insulated test sections and 
areas along the runway with a thick granular subbase. 
Pavement performance does, however, appear to be 
quite dependent upon construction quality control and 
upon the presence of a stable working platform during 
construction as was demonstrated by both ends of the 
runway. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Field investigations confirm that gaps in excess of 
2 in. have developed between the buried insulation 
panels in the shoulder area immediately adjacent to the 
asphalt pavement, indicating that similar discontinui
ties have probably developed beneath the asphalt pave
ment itself. Further studies are recommended to assess 
the thermal effects of panel spacing on both the thermal 
regime and frost heaving of insulated pavements. 

2. Extreme pavement distress is exhibited by cracks 
up to 9 in. deep and by severe secondary cracking. It is 
recommended that both the pavement surface and the 
underlying insulation be monitored for horizontal dis
placement. From this it could be determined whether 
the extreme crack-related failures are due to differential 
movement caused by the extreme temperature fluctua
tions experienced by insulated pavements, movement 
of the asphalt concrete and frozen base, or shrinkage of 
the asphalt concrete due to accelerated aging. 

3. A design procedure for insulated pavements using 
CRREL's FROSTI model should be developed. 
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